Dear John,
This is the perfect time to say Thank You and to extend our sincere appreciation for your
loyalty and business during the past year. Wishing you and your families a Happy Holiday
Season and a successful and prosperous New Year!
Sincerely,

Izabela Mijic
Marketing Manager
i.mijic@polytec.com

MPV-800 Recognized with the
Prestigious R&D 100 Award
Polytec is proud to announce that the MPV800 Multipoint Vibrometer is a 2017 R&D 100
Award winner. This prestigious awards
program honors the very best R&D pioneers
and their ingenious ideas, identifying the top
100 technology products of the year.

More Info

PolyWave: Handle Large and
Complex Data with Ease
PolyWave has only one focus: your data.
This powerful vibration analysis software is
already processing and computing data as it
is being loaded. This feature alone helps give
an inexperienced or first-time user the
confidence of an expert and the skills to
exclude poor data that can adversely affect
subsequent work.

Learn More

Extend the Lifetime of Priceless
Art with the MPV-800
Witness the MPV-800 Multipoint Vibrometer
performing measurements on the original
Georgia O'Keeffe paintings with the aim of
extending the lifetime of these priceless
pieces of art.

Watch the Video

New Website Release
We are proud to announce our new website
release featuring numerous improvements.
With its modern design, unified and clearly
organized structure, optimized navigation
and other technical improvements, the new
website conveys our values as leaders in
technology, innovation, quality and precision.
We hope that you will enjoy browsing the site
as much as we enjoyed creating it for you.

Let Us Know What You Think

Demo Equipment Sale
Now is the time of the year that Polytec
offers specials purchase incentives on our
demonstration and rental equipment.
Polytec's demo units have been gently used
and are covered by the same comprehensive
warranty and support as new Polytec
systems. All demo equipment are sold on a
first-come-first-served basis, so if there is
something you need, do not wait! Lease and
rental options are also available.

Contact Us

Accurate, Reliable and CostEffective Testing Services
Let us address your measurement needs
with our experienced application engineering
team or rental program. We pride ourselves
in fast response times and a flexible
schedule to match your demands. Our
specialties include vibration testing, structural
dynamics characterization of large structures
to microstructures, finite element model
validation, sound source localization/analysis and surface metrology.

More Info

